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AMR Driver Qualification Standards
A.1

All AMR employees who drive a Company vehicle as part of their job dulles must continuously
meet the following standards as evidenced by their comprehensive DMV driving record end/or the
Company's incident records.

A.2

AMR employees who operate Company vehicles as part of their job duties must:
(a) Be at least 18 years old
(b) Have a valid driver's license and state-required endorsements applicable to their job, if any
(c) /)IQ.! have e currently suspended or revoked driver's license, even if the ~uspenslon or
revocation does not apply to employment usage
(d) NQ! have a conviction tor any of the following (or state equivalents) within the prior 36-rnonth
period [per DMV records]:
1. DUI, DWI, BAC. Driving with Ability Impaired, or other alcohol/drug-related offense
involving the use of a motor vehicle
2. Hit and run or IP.aving the scene of an accident
3. Reckless driving
4. Falling asleep at the wheel
5. Speed contest or exhibition of speed
6. Fleeing or eluding a police officer
7. Use of a vehicle in a felony
8. More than two (2) moving violations
9. More than two (2) at-fault colli~ions
(e) Not have more than two (2) on-duty cnlli;o~lons that involve corrective action for violation of the
AMR Vehicle Safety Policy in tha past 36 months [per the Company's incident records].
(f) Not have more than three (3) of the following In cgmbination as reflected by DMV records
and I or the Company's incident records within the past 36 months:
1. Moving violations [per DMV report]
2. AHault collisions [per DMV report]
3. On-duty collisions that involve corrective action for violation of the AMR Vehicle Safety
Policy [per the Company's incident rocords).
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